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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

This plan provides detailed guidance for the management of off-road-vehicles
(ORVs) on the Knoxiville public lands. ORV recreation opportunities are
identified while minimizing conflicts with other resources. The plan focuses
on the issues related to off-road-vehicle (ORV) use including: resource
damage, safety, user conflicts, trespass, and law enforcement. Management
actions identified in the plan range from development of trails and recrea-
tion sites to visitor service patrols and maintenance. While it is expected
that ORV use will continue to increase due to the popularity of the sport,
the intent of this plan is to manage this use, not to encourage increased
use.

The public lands in the Knoxville area have been experiencing a continued
increase in ORV use over the past 15 years. It is a popular ORV recreation
area because of its close proximity to the Sacramento and Bay Area regions,
variety of terrain, and the existing trail network. In 1975-76 an intensive
volunteer effort was implemented to inventory and survey the area and inform
the public of management objectives. Because of that effort, information
was collected that substantiated and further directed recreational objec-
tives for ORV management. Recommendations were made to apply for funds from
the State of California for the development of ORV facilities and trails.
In 1984 the first projects were initiated to stabilize and upgrade existing
facilities. These projects have been enthusiastically supported by ORV
clubs, organizations, and individuals who frequent the area.

Development and management of Knoxville would continue to be primarily
funded through the State of California Off-Highway Vehicle Grant Program.
Through this program, the State disburses monies collected through gasoline
taxes and ORV vehicle registrations to government agencies for enhancement
of ORV use opportunities. Since 1983 The BLM has received $420,800.00 from
the State of California for the following:

1. Improve existing access road.
2. Install vandal resistant concrete outhouse and develop drinking water

system.
3. Construct ORV trail around private land to eliminate trespass on to

private land.

4. Construct ORV trail link-up to relocate existing loop out of Lower
Hunting Creek.

5. Construct shade shelters, barriers, and picnic sites.
6. Provide for Operation and Maintenance of facilities and trails for

two years.
7. Provide funding to develop Off-Road Vehicle Management Plan.

Currently there is $150,000 in grants that will not be expended until this
Management Plan is approved.
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A. LOCATION AND SETTING

The Knoxville area consists of a 17,700 area block of public land between
Lower Lake and Lake Berryessa (See Map No. 1). Knoxville is 15 miles (40

minutes) from the cities of Lower Lake and Clear Lake along the Morgan
Valley Road at the county lines, with Lake County to the north and Napa
County to the south. The area is also within one and a half hours drive
from the population centers of Santa Rosa and Sonoma, and two and a half
hours drive from the Sacramento, East and North Bay areas. Because of this
proximity the area provides a regional recreation opportunity for a popula-
tion base of over 4.5 million people. Knoxville is one of the closest large
blocks of Public Land available for ORV recreation on a year-round basis
especially during the winter months when the Sierra's are closed because of

snow.

The landscape of the Area is typical of the inner coast range. It is char-
acterized by rolling hills intersected by sharply defined drainage patterns,
isolated long valleys, and occasional sharply silhouetted ridgelines.
Morgan Valley acts as a spine, running primarily NW to SE through the man-
agement area. Jericho Valley and Paradise Valley, as well as Mysterious
Valley to the south, are isolated and fairly inaccessible. Hunting Creek,
the main drainage, flows southeast through Morgan Valley and has seasonal
flow characteristics. The overall drainage for the area is to the south,
flowing into Lake Berryessa.

There is a wide variety of vegetation types throughout the Knoxville manage-
ment area. Vegetation shifts from scattered hardwoods and grasses along the
valleys and lower slopes to chaparral brush on the upper slopes and ridge-
tops. Digger pine and cypress are the primary conifer species found
throughout the area.

B. RESOURCES IN THE MANAGEMENT AREA

1. Climate

The Knoxville area is located in the inner coastal range, characterized
by long hot summers, with many hot days reaching over 110 degrees. The

winters are mild with moderate annual rainfall and low humidity. The

spring and fall seasons are similar to the central valley.

Annual precipatation fluctuates between 25" and 35". Rainfall comes in

a seven month period from October to April with more then a 40 to 50%

runoff due to low soil absorption and sparce vegetation.

2. Air Quality

Relatively isolated from major sources of pollution, the area's air

quality ranges from very good to excellent. Prevailing winds are
typically northwesterly and convectional in summer and northerly and

frontal in winter. Air quality falls within the Class II Category of

the Clean Air Act of 1977.
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3. Topography and Geology

The area is composed of rounded hills. The slopes at higher elevation
which range from 1200* to 2400' are moderate and average approximately
30 percent. As the hills drop off into drainages the average slope
increases to 60 percent or more. The area contains two valleys, both in

private ownership. Jericho Valley is a large, 3200 acre rolling valley
located in the center of the planning area. Paradise Valley at a little
under 640 acres is located just south of Jericho Valley and is nearly
flat.

4. Minerals

The Knoxville area has a rich mining history. Mercury mining has been

the largest activity since 1862. The existing active Red Elephant Mine
(on private land) consists of cinnabar and native mercury. Mines such
as the Red Elephant and the Abbott date back to 1870. Most mines stop-
ped production around 1945 when the market price dropped. The Red
Elephant mine is the only commercial mercury mine remaining.

Today the Homestake Mining Co. has discovered and developed the most
recent and largest gold discovery. Their investment to date has been in

excess of $200 million with production to run for approximately 25

years. Their 8500 acre mine and mill are immediately adjacent and to the
north of the Knoxville area.

There are 1,360 mining claims within the Knoxville area, with 6 author-
ized oil and gas leases that cover the entire area. The area is also
within a Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA).

5. Vegetation

Cypress: Two species of cypress are found in the area. McNab Cypress
( Cupressus macnabiana ) grows on the dryer sites such as ridge tops and
flat areas. Sargent Cypress ( Cupressus sargentii) is found in dense
stands in drainages and the more moist draws. No understory exists in

the more mature stands. An occasional Manzanita ( Arctostaphylos spp. )

or Bedstraw ( Galium spp. ) appears in the more open stands. Cypress in

the young, recently burned stands, competes with Leather Oak (Quercus
durata ) and Chamise (Aderostoma fasciculatum)

.

Grassland: Annual grasses such as Wild Oats ( Avena barbata and Avena
f atua ) , Ripgut Brome ( Bromus rigidus ), and Cheatgrass ( Taeniatherum
asperum ) are the dominate species. An occasional Blue Oak ( Quercus
douglasii ) or Digger Pine ( Pinus sabiniana ) break up some grass areas.

Brush: The dominate brush species includes Chamise, Manzanita, Leather
Oak, Toyon ( Heteromeles arbutif olia ) , Yerba Santa ( Eriodictyon
californicus ) , and ( Ceanothus jepsonii ). Non-serpentine soil areas
support Live Oak ( Quercus wislizenii , Wedgeleaf Ceanothus ( Ceanothus
cuneatus

) , and California Buckeye (Aesculus californica)

.



Riparian: Non-serpentine areas usually have brush stands which extend
down to the stream bed. Narrow riparian zones in these areas contain
Carex sp . , Juncus sp ., Senecio sp . , Coffeeberry (Rhamnus californica)

,

and Cent r ry( Cent auri urn muehlenbergii ) . Serpentine areas which support
Sargent Cypress stands have riparian zones that contain Wiuld Azalea
( Rhodedendron occidentalis e) , California Spice Brush ( Calycanthus
occidentalis e) , and Fremontia napensis .

6. Soils

Soils in the proposed trail and road development area are derived from
weathered sandstone, shale, siltstone, and serpentine rocks. These
rocks differ greatly in age, hardness, and resistance to weathering.
These differences cause changes in the landscape and affect the char-
acteristics of the soils that form.

Soils formed in material weathered from sandstone and shale (Maymen-
Millsholm-Bressa complex, 30 to 50 percent slopes) are shallow to
moderately deep and well drained. These soils comprise approximately 65

percent of the proposed new trail and road construction. Typically, the
surface layer is gravelly loam or loam 3 to 12 inches thick. The sub-
soils are clay loam, and the effective rooting depth ranges from 10 to

40 inches. Surface runoff is rapid, and the hazard of erosion is severe
under bare soil conditions.

Soils formed in material weathered from sandstone, shale and siltstone
(Skyhigh-Asbill complex, 15 to 50 percent slopes) are moderately deep
and well drained. This soil series comprises approximately 10 percent
of the new construction area. These soils typically have a loam or clay
loam surface texture 2 to 13 inches thick. Subsoils are clay, and the

effective rooting depth ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Surface runoff is

rapid, and the hazard of erosion is severe under bare soil conditions.
The shrink-swell potential is high in the subsoil.

Soils formed in material weathered from serpentinitic rock (Okiota-
Henneke complex, 5 to 30 percent slopes and Henneke-Okiota complex, 30

to 50 percent slopes) are shallow and somewhat excessively drained to

excessively drained. Serpentine soils comprise approximately 25 percent
of the proposed trail/road development area. The surface layer is

gravelly loam or very gravelly clay loam 3 inches thick. The subsoils
are gravelly clay loam, and the effective rooting depth is 10 to 20

inches. Surface runoff is rapid, and the hazard of erosion is severe
under bare soil conditions. The majority of the serpentine soils
identified in the proposed trail/road development area are Henneke soils.



Serpentine soils have a very low calcium content and a correspondingly
high magnesium content. Calcium and magnesium are both essential
nutrients in the metabolism of plants, but plants are unable to take up

sufficient calcium through their roots when magnesium is present in

excessive quantities. The result of this imbalance may be stunted
growth of plants due to a combination of calcium deficiency and magnes-
ium toxicity. In general, these soils occur in the central part of the
Knoxville Management Area. Serpentinic derived soils have a much lower
fertility than soils derived from sandstone, shale, or siltstone.

Toxic concentrations of boron, nickel, mercury and chromium are also
commonly found in serpentinic soils. When these soils are subject to

excessive erosion, local streams may acquire critical levels of these
elements (Ukiah District Office Environmental Analysis Record, Proposed
Federal Geothermal Leasing, 1975).

7. Water Resources

Vegetative density, soil textures, and steepness of slopes all have an

effect on the amount of water runoff. However, the most important
factor affecting the infiltration rate is the vegetative cover that is

on the soil at the time of the rain. If an intense rain comes when the
soil is not protected by a vegetative cover or by a mulch, it packs and
seals the surface layer, reducing infiltration. Historic weather re-

cords estimate about 40 to 50 percent of the yearly precipitation in the
Knoxville Area runs off.

The table below lists the hydrologic characteristics of soils that would
be affected by new trail and road construction.

Soil Hydrologic Characteristics

AVAILABLE WATER HYDROLOGIC PERMEABILITY
SOIL NAME CAPACITY GROUP (in/hr)
Henneke 0.06-0.12 D 0.2-0.6
Okiota 0.08-0.18 D 0.2-0.6
Skyhigh 0.14-0.19 C 0.2-2.0
Asbill 0.14-0.20 D 0.2-0.6
Maymen 0.08-0.13 D 0.6-2.0
Millsholm 0.17-0.19 D 0.6-2.0
Bressa 0.14-0.19 C 0.6-2.0

The permeability of soils in the area of construction is slow to moder-
ate. Differences in permeability are due to amount of clay and rock,

and percent slope. Lower infiltration rates are attributed to higher
clay content and 30 to 50 percent slopes.



The major tributaries draining into Lake Berryessa are Hunting, Jericho,
Zim Zim, and Eticuera creeks. With the exception of Hunting Creek and a

few of it tributaries, 90 percent of the streamflow occurs only during
the rainy season. Dry weather streamflow or base flow is primarily from
channel springs or where the groundwater table elevation may intersect
the stream. Present water quality ranges from excellent to very poor.
Winter flows are high in sediment, whereas spring-summer flows are
higher in electrical conductivity with concentrations of magnesium,
sodium bicarbonate, chlorine, and boron.

8. Sensitive Plant Species

A literature review and field survey completed in August of 1986 found
four plant species within the proposed project area that have been
nominated as candidates for possible inclusion into the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife survey (FWS) list of plants threatened or endangered of extinc-
tion (Federal Register , September 27, 1985). The candidate species
found include Eriogonum nervulosm (Snow Mountain Buckwheat), f ritillaria
plurif lora (adobe lily), Pogogyne douglasii spp. parvif lora (Douglas 1

pogogyne), and Streptanthus morrisonii Morrison's jewel flower).

These four candidates are considered sensitive by BLM and thus are

afforded protection under internal policy (Inst. Memo. CA-85-35).
Another rare plant found, Hesperolinon drymarioides (drymaria dwarf-
flax), although down listed by FWS and no longer considered sensitive by
BLM, has been identified as a high priority species for protection by

the California Native Plant Society (CNPS).

The areas of highest concentrations have had little or no historic
impacts by ORV's with the exception of two areas which were noted during
the 1986 field survey where populations of Morrison's jewel flower were
reduced. These areas are located as follows: (see map #2) 1) a small
road parallel to the existing road atop Dunnigan Hill (T.11N., R.5W.,S.
11, SE1/4); and 2) ridgetop barrens in (T.11N., R.5W., S. 13, NW1/4,
SEl/4) near the junction of two unnamed tributaries of Hunting Creek
(Tierra Madre 1986)

.

9. Cultural Resources

Most field inventory for prehistoric and historic archaeological sites
has focused around the two points of public entry to the study area.

This survey work was principally conducted as part of Homestake's
McLaughlin project. Very little inventory has been conducted west of

Hunting Creek. Nonetheless, based on similarities of topography, vege-
tation, and geology on public lands within the entire study area, we

anticipate encountering a low density of cultural resources with minimal
data potential. Prehistoric sites will consist principally of surface
scatters of obsisian flakes and occasional tool fragments associated
with hunting and foraging activities. Historic sites will consist of

short term mining or hunting activity loci typified by localized surface
scatters of tins, bottles, and small expendable hardware items discarded
after 1870 and, most likely after the outbreak of World War I.
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Exceptions to this pattern will occur on lands which were better suited
to human exploitation through time. These lands are generally in pri-
vate ownership within the study area. Valleys and subtler terrain will
contain evidence of multiple task prehistoric and historic human activ-
ity including resource procurement, resource processing, and related
occupation.

10. Wildlife

The Wildlife habitat in the planning area can generally be characterized
as relatively rugged, remote, and of poor quality. The sparce presence
of far-ranging mountain lions and black bears supports this generaliza-
tion. Riparian and oak grassland habitats exhibit the greatest diver-
sity and abundance of wildlife. These habitats are particularly import-
ant because of their limited extent within the planning area and
region. Chaparral is the predominant vegetation type in the region pro-
viding an important habitat for the black-tailed deer and a diversity of

other mammals and reptiles. The open grasslands and cypress are rated
lowest of importance from a wildlife habitat standpoint. Diversity of

species is also low, but the open nature of the habitat provides excel-
lent foraging for many bird species, including the golden eagle and
prairie falcon. Both species have been seen in the project area, how-
ever, surveys in the spring of 1986 revealed no nesting sites.

11. Noise

The noise level in the Knoxville area is low, which includes sounds from
natural sources such as wind, wildlife, and water flow. Man made noises
are generated by the Homestake Mining Company and occasional vehicles
and aircraft. The recreational user (ORV's) generates low levels of
noise except where concentrations of users gather, i.e. campground or

staging area.



C. RECREATION ACTIVITIES, VISITATION AND OPPORTUNITIES

1. General Recreation

The Knoxville Area provides for off-road vehicle use, hunting, camping,
and rock collecting. The major recreation use is limited to the
Knoxville Recreation Area and the three primitive campsites located
within its boundaries (Pocock Creek, Lower Hunting Creek, and Cement
Creek). The public lands in the area are not of prime recreational
value in the traditional sense as they are typically steep, dry, brush
covered and rocky.

Off-roading is the predominant use in the area. The Knoxville area is

one of the few areas where ORV use is offered within a two-hour drive of

the Bay Area. This in itself is a major factor in the regional recrea-
tional setting. The State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
identified a deficiency of 215 miles of hiking, equestrain, and ORV
trails within the Napa/Sonoma County areas, and the need for an addi-
tional 400 camping/day use sites to accomdate the needs of the regional
population. The Knoxville area is also a popular rock collecting area,
yielding many high quality minerals such as brown onyx, cinnabar, lace
rock, green onyx, and geodes.

Many of the general dispersed recreation opportunities available in the

Knoxville area are not available elsewhere in the region. These include
shooting, no cost camping, rock hounding, and motorized use in a

primitive setting.

2. Off Road Vehicle Use

The primary recreational use of the area is by off-road-vehicles includ-
ing motorcycles, all terrain vehicles, 4-wheel drive and dune buggies.
The area is especially prized by users in this form of recreation
because of its steep rocky slopes and many travel ways. Another factor
is the lack of controls and the feeling of remoteness.

While off-road vehicle use in Knoxville occurs all year, more use occurs
in the fall, winter and spring. There is especially heavy use after a

rain or when the dust settles and the weather is cooler. The exception
to this is during August-September in conjunction with deer hunting
season.

On a weekend during the heavy use season several hundred ORVs have been
observed in the area. Currently there is one Recreation Use Permit

issued for the area and several other groups use the area without need

for a permit. The majority of the users are club or group oriented with
groups as large as 50 vehicles staying for a weekend and traveling back

to the major metropolitan areas of Sacramento or San Francisco.

10



3. Visitor Use Estimates

For the most part, visitor use has increase during the midseventies with

a high of 45,000 visitors in 1977, which was created by advertisment of

the "Operation Check-Point" volunteer effort. Today the visitor counts
have averaged 26,000 users with a small but steady yearly increase. Of

these visitors, approximately 70% are ORV users. Visitor counts are

derived from traffic counters located at both access points.

4. Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) Classification

Using a system of recreational experience settings, the ROS identifies
the type of "experience" the user would be looking for in a particular
location. The experiences normally planned for and experienced by the
public in the Knoxville Area are the Roaded Natural and Semi Primitive
settings. These settings, further detailed below will help provide a

setting or backdrop for what the user wants to experience. See Map 3

for locations of ROS classes

Roaded Natural Setting : The area is managed to provide a naturally-
appearing environment with moderate evidences of the sights and sounds
of man. Motorized trail use is permitted. Concentration of users is

moderate with evidence of other users prevalent. Resource modification
and utilization practices are evident, but harmonize with the natural
environment. Development of facilities and trails for motorized use
should be provided for in the management program.

Recreational activities occurring in this zone include organized group
camping (developed recreational facilities), ORV trail riding, day use
picnicking, fishing, hunting, and nature study. Frequency of managerial
contact with visitors is moderate to light. This classification
emcompasses 15,404 acres of the planning area.

Semi-Primitive Motorized : The area is managed to provide a predomin-
antly natural or naturally appearing environment. Evidence of man,
restrictions and controls are present but subtle. Motorized vehicle
trail use is permitted. Concentration of users is low, but there is

evidence of other users. On-site recreation facilities, low standard
roads and trails, trail head staging areas, and signing should stress
the natural environment in their design and be the minimum necessary to
achieve objective.

Recreational activities occurring in this zone include car camping, ORV
trail riding, back packing, hunting, hiking, horseback riding and rock
hounding. Frequency of managerial contact with visitors is low to mod-
erate on trails and primitive roads. This classification encompases
2,316 acres of the planning area.

11
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D. MAJOR ISSUES

The seven issues presented in this section are long standing concerns
expressed by Bureau resource specialists, local landowners, concerned
citizens, and other resource management agencies. These issues have been
identified through Bureau management plans, volunteer projects, and public
meetings and workshops. The management actions of this plan are directed to

these issues. This plan and its recommended actions is a direct result and
is specifically driven by the following issues: 1. Water/soil quality; 2.

Sensitive plant species; 3. Trespass; 4. Safety/Law enforcement; 5. Hunt-
ing Access; 6. Unmanaged off-road vehicle use; 7. Issues identified but
Dropped from further consideration.

The issues are described in more detail below.

Issue 1. Water/Soil Quality

Soils in the Knoxville area have been impacted by fire, mining and
mineral exploration, grazing, and ORVs. The major impacts result from
altering the soil structure and the stripping of plant cover. Erosion
caused by ORVs is of two types: 1) soil moved by the vehicle itself
and, 2) erosion caused by rain water moving the loose soil. In addi-
tion, the steepness of the topography and the location of existing
travel ways creates the opportunity for mechanical erosion of dry gravel
or wasting of slopes. Soil compaction caused by use when soil is moist
may be a problem in the heavy use areas, i.e., Staging areas, camp-
grounds, major trails.

The major issue is the use of existing ways that are inappropriate for

ORV trail use and the resulting soil erosion and lowered water quality.

Issue 2. Sensitive Plant Species

There is an inherent conflict between sensitive plant habitat and ORV
use. Recent surveys conducted by Homestake and the BLM have identified
large populations of sensitive plants that have been or could be impac-
ted by ORV, hunters, and rock hunters. The concern is whether the pro-
posed development can prevent or stop intrusion into these sensitive
plant habitats.

13



Issue 3. Trespass

Trespass in Knoxville has been an issue for many years. Private
landowners and ranchers using BLM managed land for grazing have exper-
ienced major problems with the public (hunters, drivers, and sight-
seers) cutting fences and destroying gates, signs and land improve-
ments. There has also been impacts to the Homestake Mining Project
which has developed facilities adjacent to public land utilized for

recreation. Several incidences of cut fences or use of private land
for staging or camping have occurred. ORV use in the creek upstream
of Homestake's water quality monitoring station is a serious concern.

Issue 4. Safety/Law Enforcement

The issues of safety include: emergency services, conflicting users,
and fire hazard. The remoteness of the area has always created diffi-
culties in delivering emergency services, i.e., ambulance, sheriff,
fire suppression and search/rescue.

User conflicts are resulting from mixed vehicle use on trails, dead-
end trails resulting in 2-way traffic, ATVs and motorcycles using
roads, and riders inadvertently riding into mineral exploration areas.

Along with the remoteness and user safety, fire hazard is ever present
and will continue since the Knoxville area is a fire climatic
chaparral area. The difficulty of fighting fire was shown by the

1968, 10,000 acre fire that burned the area.

The area has historically been an area with few law enforcement con-
trols. All of the recreational facilities constructed have been
severely vandalized, or destroyed. Visitors have been intimidated and
run off by the lawlessness of the area. The Knoxville Area has had

the reputation of "go do anything you want, where nobody will bother
you". Law enforcement was the one issue raised by all members of the
public attending scoping sessions. Lake and Napa counties find it

very difficult if not impossible to provide any patrol of the general
area or specific sites within the Knoxville area proper. In 1986 a

special deputy sheriff from Mendocino County, who is deputized in Lake
County made several patrols of the area under contract to BLM. How-
ever due to the distance from his County and lack of radio communica-
tions he was unable to continue. In 1986 the Ukiah District hired a

law enforcement ranger. However, patrols of Knoxville are infrequent.
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Issue 5. Hunting Access

The closing of existing trails thereby limiting the areas where
vehicles can be used for hunting, as well as concerns about intrusion
and disturbance of deer by ORV's is a continuing issue in ORV areas.
The decreasing populations of deer for hunting has been a prime con-
cern for years in the Knoxville area. There continues to be an ever
increasing demand for such areas where city and urban dwellers can
hunt. Often these same people want the area to be accessible for

hunting yet closed to ORV recreation the rest of the year. Many of

the existing ways lead nowhere or to sensitive resource areas, impac-
ting riparian stream sides, seeps, springs, open grass meadows and oak
grasslands. These access ways were constructed during fires, mineral
exploration and brush conversion projects. These areas have conse-
quently become travel ways for hunters and ORV recreationists. At

issue is providing both hunting access and ORV opportunities while
minimizing conflicts.

Issue 6. Unmanaged Off-Road Vehicle Use

There is little direction to the management of ORVs at present in the

area. Many of the existing travel ways were not designed for ORV use
and are eroding and contributing to lowered water quality. In addi-
tion, many are in areas of sensitive vegetation Most users rely on

each other to find their way around because there are no trail Maps.
Also there are conflicts between ORV and non-ORV users. These
concerns will continue until the ORV use is directed and managed.

Issue 7. Issues Identified but Dropped from Further Consideration

Impacts on wildlife, cultural, noise and air quality, were considered,
but dropped from further consideration. It was determined through
public meetings and consultation with resource specialist that these
resources would not be impacted because of existing constraints
already in existence on the development of ORV trails and facilities.
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CHAPTER II. MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS

A. RECREATION MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The Management Framework Plan (MFP) updated in 1984 identified two objec-
tives for the Knoxville area. 1: emphasize mineral development associ-
ated with the McLaughlin Gold Mine project; and 2, emphasize ORV
recreation management.

In addition, the MFP made the specific decision to continue off road

vehicle development in the form of trails and staging area facilities
using state of California OHV Green Sticker grants to fund the develop-
ment. The primary objectives of ORV development would be to create a

manageable trail network that minimizes damage to resources and trespass
on private lands. ORV use would be restricted to designated roads and
trails .

B. MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS

1. Water/Soil Quality

Trail or facility development will be designed to mitigate impacts to

soil and water quality. Water crossings will be designed and cons-
tructed to minimize impacts to water quality. All year round water
crossings will have a culvert of appropriate size or a turf-support
block low water crossing to prevent stream bank erosion. Any area
where soils appear to be unstable will be built-up with rock, turf
support block or other means to strengthen its stability. Serpentine
soil areas, ancient or active landslides, and earth flow areas will be

avoided whenever possible.

2. Grazing

A buffer will be maintained between any trail and areas being grazed.
Gates or barriers will be installed where any access road/trails cross
grazed areas. Initiate a signing program to inform ORV public of

grazing.

3. Sensitive Plant Species

Any new trail corridor will avoid areas identified as sensitive plant
habitat. The areas identified on Map 4 as having concentrations of

sensitive plants will be protected from ORV damage. In areas where
intrusions have already taken place barriers, rehabilitation and
rerouting will be completed before a trail loop is opened for public
use.

4. Wildlife

No trail or facility will be developed within a critical wildlife hab-
itat area. (i.e. riparian, seep, oak grassland area). A trail may
pass through or close by an area if design restrictions limit access
to the crossing itself.
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5. Cultural Compliance

To comply with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act

as shown in 36 CFR 800, the Bureau must seek the comments of the State
Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation.

6. Environmental Analyses

Site specific environmental analyses will be done prior to construc-
tion of any facility.
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CHAPTER III. DESCRIPTION of the PROPOSED MANAGEMENT ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The management program consists of 6 categories with 26 management actions
to resolve identified issues and to accomplish the objective of providing
safe off-road-vehicle recreational opportunities. The core of this pro-
gram will be to secure funds from the State of California to supplement
existing Bureau funds. In addition to providing the 1.2 million dollars
needed to construct trails, facilities and protect resources an additional
$42,500 is needed to maintain trails and facilities and $17,800 to provide
visitor services and law enforcement annually.

CATEGORY 1: ORV Designation and Use .

Issues: Wildlife: Impact on Habitat
Trespass: On Private Land
Watershed: Impacts from Existing Use
Sensitive Plants: Impacts on Habitat
Safety: Mixed Vehicles on Trails

Action 1.0 ORV Designation.

Vehicle use in the Knoxville public lands will be officially desig-
nated and published in the Federal Register as limited to designated
roads and trails. In addition, conditions for closure due to wet
weather or fire danger will be designated.

Action 1.1 ORV Trail Construction.

A long distance loop trail system will be developed. This trail will
act as the exterior boundary and link between all secondary loop
trails, recreation site facilities, and access points providing a

closed loop system. (See Map No. 3) Trail routes will use as many
existing, or reconstructable ways as possible (ie. old fire breaks and
roads/trails) along with new construction to create a loop type trail
system. Any area that cannot be integrated into this trail system
will be rehabilitated and closed (See Action 4.3). Rehabilitation
efforts will include ripping, drainage control, and re-establishing
vegetation.

Trail development will be divided into three categories according to
vehicle size.

Category 1 - Motorcycle 48" tred width.
Category 2 - Motorcycle/all terrain vehicle 60" tred width.
Category 3 - 4X4 vehicle 72" to 120" tred width.

Actual construction methods and standards will be consistent with USFS
FSM 2309/18 and BLM Handbook 9114-1, Trail Management. Manuals are
available for inspection in the Ukiah District Office.

Table No. 1 lists the trail development miles by category.

Development Cost Estimate: $543,200.00.
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Table No. 1

Trail Developingent

New
Re- Construe- Total

Category Existing

-0-

Constructed

-0-

tion Miles

1. Motorcycle 9 9

2. ATV 6 8 16 30

3. 4X4 -0- 10 5 15

Totals 6 mi 18 mi 31 mi 54 mi

Construction
Costs per mile

Total Development
Cost -0-

£4,000

$72,000

$16,000

$496,000 $568,000

Action 1.2 Revise existing closure on Round Mountain.

The existing closure will be revised to accommodate the proposed loop
trail development. The remainder of the closed area will remain desig-
nated as closed to all vehicles. (See Map 5)

Action 1.3 Trails Inventory.

Develop a permanent map of all travel ways. This will establish a

record of existing, proposed, closed and hunter access travel ways. It

will also record any improvements such as gates, barriers, signs, cul-
verts, bridges and areas where turf support block have been used. This
map will be kept with the plan and a larger size posted in the resource
area. This information will be used to guide and direct the trail cons-
truction/rehabilitation effort.

Development Cost Estimate: $13,200.00

Action 1.4 Trespass by ORV Users.

All trails, roads, or ways will be closed, fenced, or gated to prevent
trespass onto private land. Trails will be designed to prevent vehicles
from operating off the trail. Areas that are grazed/used by livestock
will be avoided. However, if trails do intersect livestock use areas,
gates, barriers, or drift fences will be used to prevent livestock from
wandering onto trails. In addition, similar measures would be used to
prevent trespass onto private lands.
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Action 1.5 Protection of Sensitive Plant Habitat and Species.

Relocate or close any way that has identified sensitive plants within
its corridor. See Map No. 3 for location of sensitive plants. In con-
junction with any new trail construction, all existing trails will be

surveyed for sensitive plants and if need be, realignments will be made.

Action 1.6 Protection of Watershed.

Trail construction standards will require that water crossings and steep
grades be stabilized with turf support blocks or another suitable subs-
titute to minimize sedimentation of creeks.

During the rainy season, trail construction will be monitored carefully
to minimize the amount of bare soil exposed to erosion. As construction
progresses, seed, fertilizer, and straw mulch will be placed on cut and
fill slopes.

In most cases, landslides and earth flows will be avoided. If a newly
constructed trail or road must cross an unstable area, extra precautions
will be taken (such as diverting all drainage water away from the area,
sealing the surface and drainage ditches from water entry, and instal-
ling under drains).

Serpentine soils will be avoided where practical.

Rolling dips will be included in the design of all new trails and
roads. Reconstructed old trails and roads will also have rolling dips
incorporated into their design. See Appendex D for drainage standards.

Action 1.7 Hunter Access.

Continue to provide for existing hunter access points. In conjunction
with the trails inventory (Action 1.3) identify travel ways historically
used for hunting. The existing ways that are currently environmentally
sound or that can be rehabilitated will be left open. Dead-end hunter
less ways will be appropriately signed. Those ways that are not envir-
onmentally sound will be rehabilitated and closed.

CATEGORY 2: Visitor Services .

Issues: Safety: Emergency services search-rescue.
Law Enforcement: Unauthorized uses i .e. , vandalism and shooting
ORV use: No public information available.
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Action 2.0 Provide Visitor Information.

Informational brochures, bulletin boards, trail head signs, and trail
maps will be developed to provide locations and proceedures for the
following:

1. First aid.

2. Ambulance/hospital.
3. Fire reporting.
4. Law enforcement - Lake, Napa, CHP.

5. Bureau of Land Management Office.

Develop interpretive information about the area's history, resources and
management.

Action 2.1 Develop Recreation Trails Map.

Develop a detailed USGS Quad map with all trails, facilities and topo-
graphic features in sufficient scale to be used by a member of the pub-
lic to find their way. Included in this map will be sufficient informa-
tion on the rules, regulations, safety, emergency proceedures, and
interpretive information so the public will be aware of the Bureau's
management objectives.

Action 2.2 Provide Visitor Assistance.

Schedule a visitor services patrol on a weekly basis and on major week-
ends and holidays. The major use periods are on weekends and fall thru
spring holidays. The visitor service ranger will spend an average of 4

hours a week in the area, not counting travel time.

A proposed schedule is shown below in Table No. 2. Rangers will provide
assistance with medical emergencies, violations or unintentional tres-
pass, and ORV safety information. The patrol presence should provide a

general deterrent to violations.

Cost estimate $12,600.00 per year.

Table 2

Visitor Services Patrol Schedule

Patrol
Periods

Weekday

Weekend

Totals

Holidays

Winter

4 hrs per week

4 hrs per week

8

Columbus Day
Thanksgiving
Presidents Day

Spring

4 hrs per week

8 hrs per week

12

Memorial Day

Summer

-0-

4 hrs per week

4

Independence
Day

Fall

4 hrs per week

4 hrs per week

8

Labor Day
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The VS Patrol would total 416 hours. This total only includes travel
involved with VS any travel combined with maintenance would be covered
in maintenance, discussed in actions 5.0 and 5.1.

Action 2.3 Provide Law Enforcement Patrol/Assistance

Schedule a law enforcement patrol for a minimum of 4 hours per month and

on an as needed basis for emergencies. The BLM should also pursue a

cooperative agreement with the Napa County Sheriff's Office to provide
assistance. Currently the Mendocino County Sheriff and Lake County
Sheriff have agreements to provide assistance to BLM.

Development Cost Estimate: $5,270

Action 2.4 Implement ORV Trail Signing Program.

All trails constructed or rehabilitated will be signed. Signs will be

of the state-wide format plus specialized trail head and caution signs
will be used. Trail mileage marker signs will be installed for main-
tenance and search and rescue purposes. These will be placed on the
right hand side, approximately 24" from the trail tred, be 36" in

height, and 1/4 mile apart. All trail signs and posts will be of a

flexible carsonite variety or equivalent to bend if struck by a vehicle.

Action 2.5 Emergency Services

The task of providing emergency services for fire and medical attention
falls upon the closest available facility that has the proper equipment
and training. Because Knoxville is divided between two counties, it can
be confusing as to who to call. Table No. 3 lists available resources
and is divided by county and prioritized by proximity to Knoxville.
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Table 3

Emergency Services (Fire/ Medical, and Rescue)

Napa County Lake County

Homestake Mining Co. (916) 446-1029
for emergency medical and fire

Homestake Mining Co. (916) 446-1029
for emergency medical and fire

Calirornia Division of Forestry
998-3711

Spanish Flat (707) 966-2344
4454 Knoxville Road

for emergency medical and fire

Lower Lake Fire Dept.. (707)

OR 911

2400 Lake Street, Lower Lake
for emergency medical and fire

Napa County Sheriff's Office
Barryessa Resident Deputy

(707) 253-4451 OR

California Division of Forestry
Clearlake Oaks

911 140 Spring Road
Clear Lake Oaks (707) 998-3711

OR 911

Lake County Sheriff's Office
Clear Lake Resident Deputy
Emergency Law Enforcement

(707) 263-2331

911

Bureau of Land Management
Clear Lake Resource Area
555 Leslie Street
Ukiah, California 95482
(707) 462-3873 (24 hrs)

Bureau of Land Management
Clear Lake Resource Area

555 Leslie Street
Ukiah, California 95482
(707) 462-3873 (24 hrs)

CATEGORY 3 Site Development.

Issues: Trespass - Existing use in trepass.
Watershed - Twelve crossings through creek.
Recreation - No area for small group camping.
Recreation - Relocation of Upper Hunting Creek Recreation Site.

Sensitive Habitat - Existing use occurring in area of sensitive
habitat.
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Action 3.0 Construct New Staging/Small Group Camping/Trail Head Facility.

Construct a facility located in the Round Mountain Area as shown on Map.

No. 4 & 6. The existing site at Lower Hunting Creek is usually filled
to over capacity on weekends. Indiscriminate camping and day-use is

occurring on private lands along Morgan Valley Road. This use is

creating conflicts with private land owners and between users. By

establishing the recreation site/staging area at Round Mountain the
trespass situation and user conflicts will be reduced. Fences and bar-
riers on private lands will direct the user onto public land. The site
would consist of the following:

1. Improve the existing low water crossing.
2. Pave or chip seal access roads into staging area.

3. Develop parking for 20 vehicles with loading ramp.

4. Provide 4 group day use camping facilities.
5. Develop water system and sanitation (out house).

6. Improve existing pond and dam.

7. Construct trail head facility.
8. Develop information station.

Development Cost Estimates: $362,000.

Action 3.1 Continue Improvement of Lower Hunting Creek Recreation Site.

Improvements to the existing site will continue in order to eliminate
degradation to the surrounding area not included in initial site devel-
opment. Improvements would consist of the following:

1. Spread base rock in parking area to the north.

2. Construct barriers to eliminate driving down banks and into
creek.

3. Formalize 4 sites established unofficially by users. This will
reduce the need for user established sites and further resource
degradation.

4. Repair existing creek crossing.
5. Construct small loading ramp.

6. Construct information station (bulletin board).

Development Cost Estimate: $54,000.00.

CATEGORY 4 Resource Protection

Issues: Watershed 16 Existing Water Crossings and Travel Ways
Impact the Watershed.

Sensitive Plants - Several Areas are Being Impacted by Existing Use.

Action 4.0 Protection of Sensitive Plants Habitat and Species.

No trails will be constructed in areas that have identified sensitive
plants within its corridor. (Also see Action 1.5)
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Action 4.1 Close area with greatest population and suitable habitat.

A field survey and inventory conducted in 1986 identified an area in

T. 12 W., Section 13 and small portions of the adjoining sections as the
area needing protection. (See Map No. 4.) This area will be designated
as closed to vehicles.

Action 4.2 Close and Rehabilitate Disturbed Areas.

All areas that can't be integrated into the trail system will be closed
by ripping, water barring, seeding, fertilizing and installing
barriers. Rehabilitation will be in conjunction with trail and site
development. The phasing will allow for a smooth progression of opening
new areas for use while closing those areas which are environmentally
unacceptable.

Development Cost Estimate: $180,000.

Action 4.3 Incorporate fire break system into proposed trail system.

Any new trails or roads will utilize existing or future fire break
systems.

CATEGORY 5 Facility and Trail Maintenance .

Without maintenance of facilities and trails the investments would be lost.

While the developments proposed in this plan are designed to require low

maintenance, maintenance is still essential.

Action 5.0 Facility Maintenance Schedule.

Table No. 5 is the schedule for operation and maintenance of existing
and proposed facilities. General maintenance will include water system
repair and testing, recreation site cleanup, trash removal, site repair,
and out house cleaning, repair and pumping. Facility maintenance costs
area also shown below.
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Table 4

Faci lity Maintenance Schedule

Maintenance Winter Spring Summer Fall

Weekday 6 hrs per week 6 hrs per wee k 5 hr per week 6 hrs per week
Total 78 Total 78 Total 65 Total 78

Weekend 5 hr per week 5 hr per week 5 hr bi-monthly 5 hr per week
Total 65 Total 65 Total 18 Total 65

Holiday Thanksgiving Memorial Day Independence Labor
Presidents Day Day

Day
12 hr. 6 hr 6 hr 6 hr

155 hours 149 hours 89 hours 155 hours

548 hours : 8 hours = 68 days =3.4 WM

Personnel - 3.4 WM X 2830 = $9622
Vehicle costs: 7800 miles .55 per mile = 4290
Materials and Supplies - $1000.00 = 1000

Total =$14,912 per year

Action 5.1 Trail Maintenance

The maintenance of ORV trails is critical to proper management and
resource protection. Maintenance will include regular trail patrol to

identify maintenance needs and potential problem areas. The equipment
required will include:

Trail Dozer with trailer
1 - Heavy Duty 4 Wheel drive Pick-up truck
1-1 1/2 ton heavy duty 4 wheel drive utility bed truck
2 - ATV ( 4 Wheel drive)
1 - ATV trailer
3 - chain saws/brush cutters

hand tools, mechanics tools
2 - Punjar rock drills with bits
3 - portable radios

This is only a partial list of equipment in order to illustrate typical
equipment needs. Trail maintenance is divided into three categories;
light, heavy and reconstruction (stabilization). Trails will be divi-
ded into sections and maintained on a rotational basis. Cost of trail
maintenance is divided into the same three categories - light at $350
per mile; heavy at $700 per mile; and reconstruction at $1500 per

mile. These estimates have been shown to be an average per mile cost
not allowing for extra costs associated with spiking out a crew of

three while performing trail maintenance. A definition of each main-
tenance category is found in Table No. 5.
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Table 5

Trail Maintenance Categories

Light Maintenance Repair ruts and rolling dips; cut brush; and
clear culverts.

Heavy Maintenance

Reconstruction
Stabilizer)

Grade tred; repair ruts, rolling dips and
drain dips; cut brush, clear culverts;
repair and/or place turf support block.

Major repairs; realignments of trail, com-
plete loss of trail tred, culvert or water
crossing blocked. This Level would include
installing barriers and light rehabilitation.

The following schedule (Table No. 6) shows the total need for mainten-
ance once all proposed trails are developed. Only time can provide the
necessary information to determine how often and to what extent each
section will need maintenance. The schedule and funding requirements
are for a 5-year basis. Each section is approximately 13.5 miles in

length.

Table 6

Trail Maintenance Schedule

Light Maint $500 per mi X 13.5 miles = 6,750 + 2100 travel =

Heavy Maint $1000 per mi X 13.5 miles = 13,500 + 3750 travel =

Sub total
Misc Procurement & Equipment

TOTAL

8,850

17,250

26,100
1,500

$27,600

Total Trail Miles 54 miles
Trail Sections 4

Each section 13.5 miles

Crew Funding
require- Months Section Section Section Section require-

Year ments

4

Required

2

1 2 3 4 ments

87 Light -0- Heavy -0- $27,600
88 4 2 -0- Light -0- Heavy 27,600
89 4 2 Heavy -0- Light -0- 27,600
90 4 2 -0- Heavy -0- Light 27,600
91 4 2 Light -0- Heavy -0- 27,600
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Reconstruction is not included in the above schedule because the need
for it cannot be estimated. Reconstruction costs are estimated at

$1,500 per mile.

The total yearly cost for operation and maintenance of facilities and
trails is $42,500. This figure does not include visitor services
patrol

CATEGORY F Administration

Action 6.0 Staffing

Assign one full time permanent employee (Park Ranger) the responsi-
bility for Visitor Services patrol and general facility maintenance.
When required to have more personnel the District, other resource
areas, or the trail construction crew will help this individual. In

addition to visitor services and facility maintenance, a specialized
trail construction and maintenance crew consisting of one full-time
crew leader and three general laborers used on a seasonal basis will
be needed.

Action 6.1 Funding

A high priority will be placed on continuing to solicit State Green
Sticker Funds to operate the Knoxville area on a long-term basis.
Current estimates identify a yearly operation and maintenance budget
of $60,400 to provide the public with service, ORV opportunity and
resource protection.
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B No Action Alternative

This alternative action would continue the present management situa-
tion. The existing trails, fire breaks, and ways would continue to
be used by ORV's. Only one trail link between the two existing cons-
tructed trails would be constructed because funds have already been
approved by the State Green Sticker program. The link would be

approximately 4.5 miles long and would parallel the existing access
road that links the north and south halves together. Very little
rehabitation or closures could be constructed where trails intrude on
private lands or where resources are being environmentally impacted.
No facilities would be provided for and only minimal maintenance and
visitor services patrol would be schedules on a seasonal basis.
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Chapter IV ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVE

A Impacts of the Proposed Action

The impacts of the proposed action are analyzed by issue. Only those issues
identified in Chapter I will be analyzed. Because of questions that may be

raised regarding potential impacts on air quality and noise, these are also
analyzed.

Issue 1. Soil/Water Quality

Public lands in the Knoxville area are expected to experience an increase
in ORV use in the near future. Soil erosion rates will thus also increase
by an unquantif iable amount. Quantification of erosion rates above pre-
sent use is difficult. The number of riders/vehicles, soil moisture con-
tent, successful implementation of mitigation measures, and the amount/
intensity of rainstorms will all have some bearing on actual erosion rates.

The proposed action will probably expose more fragile serpentine soils to

accelerated erosion than presently exists. After reclamation of old roads
and trails, there may actually be less serpentine soils exposed to accel-
erated erosion under this Plan. However, at this time it is impossible to
calculate how many acres of serpentine soil will be successfully reclaimed.

Major impacts to the soil resource are through soil compaction and soil
displacement from slipping wheels. Compaction reduces water infiltration,
and therefore increases run-off velocity, causing more soil particles to
be displaced. Displaced soil particles will be transported down slope
into drainage courses to Hole Creek, Hunting Creek, Cedar Creek, and
Pocock Creek.

Increasing ORV activities will increase sedimentation of nearby creeks by

an unquantif iable amount. Increasing recreational vehicle use usually
increases sedimentation rates significantly, however under this Plan all
trails will be designed to minimize erosion and sedimentation rates.

Increases in sedimentation should not be significant. Concentrations of

magnesium, sodium bicarbonate, chlorine, boron and other minerals are not
expected to increase.

Sedimentation rates will increase the greatest around staging/day use
areas and on steep hill climbs (slopes greater than 30 percent) where con-
tinual use loosens soil particles.

While portions of the existing system of travelways will be integrated
into the proposed trail system, other non-suitable ways need to rehabili-
tated and closed by barriers. This net increase in revegetated area will
provide a positive impact to an area that is slow to heal and easily
eroded.
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The development of the staging area at Round Mountain would disturb up to
5 acres. The upgrading and relocation of a short section of the main
access road to the Round Mountain Staging Area would reduce the impacts of
erosion on the existing access road, which is in poor condition.

Issue 2. Sensitive Plants

There is a wide variety of vegetation throughtout the area. Most of the
existing travel ways have not taken into consideration the vegetation
types they have passed through.

Several existing travel ways have identified sensitive plant species grow-
ing close to the travel way. Several areas have been surveyed and indi-
cate high concentrations of Snow Mountain Buckwheat, Adobe Lily, Douglas
Pogogyne and Morrison's Jewel Flower all are candiate species for the FWS
threatened or endanger species list. Because of the sensitive nature of

these plants ORV travel must be eliminated in area where possible intru-
sion could occur.

If the proposed action is taken all trails and facilities would be routed
away from sensitive habitat. There would be no short term impacts as each
site specific route would be surveyed and proper alignment would be made
to avoid any distruction of habitat or plants.

Long term impacts would be non-exist, as all plants located to date are on
extremely steep and rocky slopes which are unsuitable for ORV routes.
However, if ORV regulations are violated there would be possible adverse
effects in physically distroying the plant populations.

Issue 3. Trespass

The proposed action will result in an overall reduction in incidences of

trespass onto private land. The development of the Round Mountain staging
area will relocate ORV use away from the creek area on private land adja-
cent to the Morgan Valley road. Trail design standards and placement will
reduce the opportunity for ORV use off designated trails and therefore
onto private land.

Issue 4. Safety/Law Enforcement

The trail guide, bulletin boards, trail signs, and visitor service patrols
will increase visitor safety by making them more knowledgeable about the

area, trails, and if needed location of emergency services. Regularly
scheduled visitor service patrols and law enforcement patrols will reduce

the incidents of unlawful activities.

In addition, the guide would also provide information on public land

boundaries, closed areas, hazards, and designated trails. This should
reduce incidences of trespass, riding in sensitive areas, and increase

safety.

Trail signing would help reduce confusion over the user's location and

would enhance the trail guide/map by providing on-the-ground references to

trail names.
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Issue 5. Hunting Access

The closure of existing hunting travel routes will have a negative effect
on the recreational hunter. The existing travel ways impact private land
owners or intrude into sensitive areas. The effect of closing many of the
routes will be to require hunters to walk into areas previously traveled
by vehicle. The closures would not impact the use of pack animals for

hunting. All routes that can be integrated into the trail system will
remain open and be reconstructed to repair any impacts.

Issue 6. Off-Road Vehicle Use

The proposed actions in this management plan direct ORV use to designated
trails and areas, resulting in less resource damage as well as enhancing
the recreational experience-

The proposed new construction and reconstruction will form a loop system
which would substantially enhance the trail riding/driving experience
opportunities in the Knoxville Area. By connecting previously dead-end
trails to the overall loop system, new travel loops would be created,
reducing the frequency of encounters between individuals and groups. The
reconstruction of existing trails to meet ORV trail design standards will
increase safety.

It is estimated that in five years, the area would increase by 1500 visi-
tor days at 1% increase per year. The additional spending by these people
within the Napa/Lake counties is estimated to be $60,000.00 per year.
This is insignificant on a total county basis, however, it could be sig-
nificant to businesses located close to the area.

Other Issues Air Quality/Noise

Although an increase in visitor use of 5 to 10 percent is predicted in the
next ten years, the increase in air pollutants is predicted to be only 3

to 5 percent. This difference is due to trends in lower vehicle weights
and the better fuel economy of late model vehicles. Neither exhaust emis-
sions nor dust are expected to be significant. Under certain concentrated
use conditions such as an organized event or holiday weekends emissions
could be expected to rise and be noticeable to a non-ORV'er, but would in

no way be a health hazard.

The air quality will not be significantly reduced due to the actions
proposed.

The anticipated increase in ORV use, will increase the frequency of vehic-
ular associated noise and add to the overall noise level associated with
the Homestake Mining operation. However, the noise levels will only
increase within the confines of staging and camping areas. As proposed
the in the management plan an increase in overall trail milage will dis-
perse the noise levels over a much larger area there by reducing the
intensity and occurence of noise on the trail loop system.
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Enforcement of BLM, USFS, and State vehicle exhaust noise levels will also
reduce the occurence of excessively loud vehicles attempting to use the
area.

B. Impacts of the No Action Alternative

Under the "No Action Alternative" the proposed action would not be implemen-
ted. The BLM would continue to manage those lands consistant with the
approved land management plan and current funding restraints. The public will
continue to use the existing trail system with one additional trail construc-
ted to link up the north and south areas. Adverse effects associated with;
soil erosion, trespass, safety, protection of sensitive plant species, and
uncontroled ORV use, would continue unrestricted and unmitigated.

C. Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

1. Soil

Once serpentine soils are disturbed, successful revegetation is very hard
to achieve. Erosion rates will gradually improve, but complete revegeta-
tion will take 50 years or more.

2. Sensitive Plant Habitat

As was stated above serpentine soils are very difficult to revegetate.
The sensitive plants located in this area are all associated with ser-
pentine soil and barrens. Therefore the commitment of habitat would be

critical to the continued existence of the sensitive plants in Knoxville.

D. Mitigations Measures for the Proposed Action

The following mitigation measures have already been incorporated into the pro-
posed action and trail design standards. They are presented here as a conven-
ient summary listing.

1. Higher intensity use (such as organized motorcycle rallies, four

wheel drive events, etc.) should only be permitted when soils are
wet or very dry.

2. There should be a break-in-grade approximately every 60 feet on

grades exceeding 30 percent. Type of water control measures will
include: rolling dips, waterbars and drain dips.

3. Bridges or rock crossings should be used at any major natural
drain- age.

4. There should be no use of trails/roads during the rainy season,

especially on steep slopes (greater than 20 percent). In most
cases, periodic trail closure will only last 1 or 2 days.
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5. Trails and roads would be regularly inspected to ensure suitable
conditions are maintained. Maintenance repairs should be com-
pleted during spring months when soil moisture content is ideal

for repair.

6. All trails and roads would be outsloped 1 to 2 percent.

7. Incorporate existing or proposed fire break systems (coordinated
with the California Department of Forestry) into the ORV Develop-
ment Plan.

8. Gravel or chip seal access roads to staging/day use areas.

9. Use concrete block armor on heavy use trails around staging/day
use areas. Block would be used on climbing turns and at drainage
crossings. In general, block would be used at most creek and
drainage crossings where native rock armor is not present.

10. Reconstructed old trails and roads would have rolling dips
incorporated into their design.

11. No trail/road grades would exceed 50 percent.

12. Keep trails and roads as narrow as possible. Trail width would
not exceed four feet, road width would not exceed ten feet on four
wheel drive roads.

13. Any new trails or roads and facilities that are to be constructed
on serpentine soils would be planned very carefully to minimize
disturbance.

14. Avoid wet areas as part of the trail experience. Whenever
possible, the trail would be just off the crest of the ridge to

allow for drainage.

15. Install barriers and other means to stop traffic on rehabilitated
areas. Use law enforcement to keep people off.

16. Avoid landslides located within the proposed Development area.

17. "Winterize" all creek and drainage crossings while construction is

progressing during the rainy season. Winterize with straw bales,
straw mulch, concrete bags, diversion ditches or temporary
culverts.
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Chapter V IMPLEMENTATION PHASING and COST ESTIMATES

Phasing and cost estimates for the planned management program are
identified through the end of Fiscal Year 1996. All actions are
scheduled for implementation during the 10 year period. While
additional planning, survey and design, and/or construction will
be necessary to fully implement many of the actions, others can be

implemented with relatively little or no preliminary work. Cost
estimates are not shown for some actions as funding is not

necessary for either their initiation or continued implementa-
tion. A summary of the estimated funding needs is shown by fiscal
year.
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Management Action

Table 7

Program Implementation and Costs

Implementation Year
17 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Total
Program
Costs

1.0 ORV Designation

1.1 ORV Trail Cons-
tion

1.2 Reevaluate Existing
Closure

1.3 Trail Inventory

2.0 Visitor Information

2.1 Trail Map

2.2 Visitor Services

2.3 Law Enforcement
Patrol

2.4 ORV Signing

2.5 Emergency Services

3.0 Construct Staging
Area

x Continue construction thru 1995

To be completed in 1987 prior
to construction

x Continuous

x To be completed in 1989

x Continuous $12,600 yearly

x Continuous $5,270 yearly

x To be completed as trail
construction progresses

x Continuous

x To be completed in 1989

3.1 Improvement of lower
Hunting Creek Recreation-

4.1 Closure of Sensitive
Plant Area x

tion Site

-0-

568,000

-0-

13,200

3,800

3,800

126,000

52,700

22,000

-0-

362,000

54,000
x

-0-

4.2 Rehabilitation and
Closure of Ways

5.0 Facility O&M

5.1 Trail O&M

6.0 Hiring of personnel

x Continous as trail
construction progresses

x Continous $14,912 yearly

x Continous $27,600 yearly

180,000

149,120

218,500

TOTAL TEN YEAR COMMITTMENT $1,753,120
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Chapter VI MONITORING

Monitoring will be done to observe any changes in public use or resource
impacts. The monitoring will be intergrated into the schedules for visitor
services patrol, facility and trail maintenance and other monitoring pro-
grams. The areas listed below will be monitored for the following information:

Recreation Use Types of vehicles used
Changes in recreational activities
Visitor numbers/length of stay
Seasonal use periods
Identify any trespass violations, ORV or grazing

Resource Impacts Identify areas of unacceptable levels of soil erosion
Locate areas that are closed but continue to be impacted
Identify any new areas of resource impacts
Identify any intrusion into sensitive plant area
Identify trail crossings or alignments that are causing
water quality impacts

A yearly report of resource impacts or recreational use patterns will be

developed and kept on file in the Resource Area Office. The report will

identify the impact, where it is located, any corrective measures made and
recommendations to eliminate further impacts. Methods used to document
impacts will consist of visitor service patrol logs and traffic counters.

APPENDIXES

A. Sensitive Plant Inventory

B. Recreation Opportunity Spectrum

C. Off-Road Vehicle Trail Design and Construction
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Sensitive Plant Inventory
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Knoxville ORV Management Plan

Rare Plant Survey

Tierra Madre Consultants
Lawrence F. LaPre, PhD

August, 1986

Introduction
This report documents the results of field surveys conducted during June

and July, 1986 on the public lands in the Knoxville area of Lake and Napa
Counties, California. As part of the planning process for development of a

management plan for off-road vehicles (ORV's) by the Bureau of Land Management,

directed searches were conducted for several sensitive plant species known from

the area. These include those species designated as candidates for federal
listing as threatened or endangered species under the Endangered Species Act as

well as those designated as rare and endangered in California and elsewhere by

the California Native Plant Society, a botanical interest group with expertise
on the California flora.

Methods
A literature review was conducted prior to the start of field work in

order to determine how well the Knoxville area was known botanically,
especially with reference to the sensitive flora. The primary document
covering this region is the environmental report (several volumes) prepared by
Homestake Mining Company for development of its McLaughlin gold extraction
project. This report included detailed field work by botanists in the mining
development area, and a good inspection of the "extended study area", which
includes much of the land covered by the ORV development proposal.

The status of sensitive plant species is constantly changing, as more
information about their distribution, threats, taxonomy, and endangerment
factors becomes known. Since the publication of the Homestake environmental
report, both the California Native Plant Society and the U. S. Fish & Wildlife
Service have published updated lists of plants thought to be rare, threatened,
or endangered. Therefore, all previous and current listings of rarity and
status of the sensitive flora in the Knoxville area were reviewed in order to

reflect these changes.
The field work for this project focused on the serpentine barrens, which

are known to harbor the majority of the endemic flora. Each barren outcrop
within the study area was visited, and the species present were recorded and
their numbers tabulated in order of magnitude categories (1-10, 10-100, 100-

1000, etc.). Because of the similarity in appearance and confused taxonomic
status of several varieties of Morrison's jewelflower, the primary interest of
the field work centered on this species.

Results
The recorded localities and those discovered by this study of all plants

currently recognized as sensitive in the study area are shown on the enclosed
map (oversize). The time of year of the field search was ideal for detection
of Streptanthus morrisonii. Eriogonum nervu losum . and probab ly Hespero 1 inon
drymariodes . but was too late for easy identification of adobe lily. The
vernal pool species Pogogyne douglasii was not located, but is presumed to be
extant. No ORV expansion plans are projected for the small site containing the

pogogyne populations. Only one new location was discovered for adobe lily, and



no individuals of the dwarf-flax were located. However, several locations
containing many individuals of the jewel flower and the buckwheat were visited.

Map 2 shows an enlarged diagram of the primary area of interest,
containing the serpentine outcrops and barrens which support substantial
populations of endemic species. The field counts of S treptanthus morrisonii
plants are indicated on this map to the nearest order of magnitude.

Of interest is the fact that Eriogonum nervu losum is not found on all of

the available serpentine barrens habitat, as is Streptanthus morrisonii . The

buckwheat appeared to favor north-facing slopes, while the jewel flowers showed

no preference for solar aspect. Only a few places with apparently suitable

habitat for Morrison'6 jewel flower lacked them, notably the shooting area off

Devilhead Road in the north half of Section 18.

Table 1 lists the species of concern and their current status. Of the 26

sensitive plant species reviewed by botanists in the Homestake environmental
report, there remain five species still regarded as in need of protection.
Both the Fish & Wildlife Service and the CNPS have substantially revised their
status lists recently, resulting in the removal or downgrading of many of the

sensitive species from the Knoxville area. Differences remain in the status

designations for some of the plants. For example, the CNPS continues to
consider the dwarf-flax as a high priority species, while the FWS has removed
this species from its list of Category 2 plants. The reverse is true for
Douglas' pogogyne. One plant, Orobanche va

1

ida howe 1 1 ii , needs further
distributional studies of the named varieties before a positive determination
can be made of its actual rarity and endangerment. Both the CNPS and the FWS,

however, have downgraded the priority status of this species.

Discussion
ORV use of serpentine areas containing restricted flora, particularly

Morrison's jewel flower and the Snow Mountain buckwheat, is incompatible with
their preservation. The ground disturbance destroys individuals, disturbs the

seedbed in the rocky soil, and compacts the surface so that conditions are no
longer suitable for growth of these endemic species. Two areas were noted
where ORV damage had reduced the populations of Morrison's jewel flower: 1)

adjacent to the road on top of Dunnigan Hill, where a small parallel road has
been established, and 2) on the ridgetops of a barrens found in the NW 1/4 of
the SE 1/4 of Section 13, near the junction of two unnamed tributaries to

Hunting Creek. The larger tributary has been called "Sensitive Plant Canyon"
by local botanists. This latter location is of high interest, since it contains
two annual 6pecies of Streptanthus ( S. hesperidis and S_;_ breweri ) in addition
to S_^ morr i sonii . In order to avoid further degradation to these two
populations, I recommend that these areas be made off limit6 to ORV's. In the
case of Dunnigan Hill, the parallel road can be signed and blocked off with
wood posts or large rocks. In Section 13, creation of a vehicle route which
extends the poor dirt road to the north in a loop that links with the Hunting
Creek road should redirect the vehicle traffic away from the serpentine
barrens.

The primary recommendation of this study is to create preservation zones,

which are illustrated on the attached map. Rather than considering the rock

outcrops in isolation, a plan which preserves the entire drainage area is

preferred. Two main drainages are recommended for prohibition of use by
vehicles. The boundaries of the preservation zone are intended to follow the

ridgetops, so that the barrens, streambed, and slopes contained within the
local drainage basin are all included. Planning for the preservation of the



restricted plant populations in this manner will be sufficient protection so

that their status does not decline to the point of requiring listing as
threatened or endangered species. The Morrison's jewel flower population in

the Knoxville area appears to represent a distinct (unnamed) variety, which
could qualify now as a federal candidate species. Therefore, it is prudent for
the BLM to establish protected areas for the majority of its range in

Knoxville.
I also recommend that the grazing trespass noted near the lower reaches of

Hunting Creek in the study area, as well as at the Hunting Creek campground, be

stopped. Travel and grazing by cows along Hunting Creek may reduce populations
of the adobe lily, which was observed in seed adjacent to a trail used by the

cows, and any use by livestock of the serpentine barrens and outcrops would
degrade the soil conditions in a manner similar to ORV's. Fortunately, most of

the serpentine barrens are in areas too steep for use by cattle.



Table 1 Status of Sensitive Plant Species in the Knoxville Area

Scientific Name Common Name Fed. CNPS

Eriogonum nervulosum Snow Mountain buckwheat 2 List 1, 2-2-3

/
Fritillaria pluriflora Adobe lily 2 List 3, 2-2-3

Hesperolinon drymariodes Drymar ia-like dwarf-flax 3c List 1, 2-2-3

Pogogyne douglasii Douglas 1 pogogyne 2 List 4, 1-1-3

ssp . parvif lora

Streptanthus morrisonii Morrison's jewel flower 2 List 3, 2-2-3

Federal designations:

The plant species in this column are recognized by the U. S. Fish &

Wildlife Service as candidates for federal listing as threatened or endangered
species under provisions of the Endangered Species Act. Most of these species

are classified in Category 2, which is defined as follows: "Taxa for which
information now in possession of the Service indicates that proposing to list

them as endangered or threatened species is possibly appropriate, but for which

substantial data on biological vulnerability and threat(s) are not currently
known or on file to support the immediate preparation of rules". The remaining
species are in Category 3c, which is: "Taxa that have proven to be more
abundant or widespread than was previously believed and/or those that are not

subject to any identifiable threat. Should further research or changes in land

use indicate significant decline in any of these taxa, they may be reevaluated
for possible inclusion in category 1 or 2".

Other species:
The California Native Plant Society, a private non-profit botanical group,

maintains a listing of the California flora thought to be rare and endangered.
Those species occuring in the Knoxville area that appear on List 1 of the CNPS

listing are 6hown above, as are the CNPS status ratings for the federal
candidate species. The CNPS definitions are as follows:

List 1 Plants rare and endangered in California and elsewhere

List 2 Plants rare and endangered in California, but more common
e lsewhere

List 3 Plants about which we need more information

List 4 Plants of limited distribution (a watch list)
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The CNPS R-E-D Code which follows the listing in the table is defined as:

R (Rarity)

1 - Rare, but found in sufficient numbers and distributed widely enough that
the potential for extinction or extirpation is low at this time.

2 - Occurrence confined to several populations or to one extended population.

3 - Occurrence limited to one or a few highly restricted populations, or
present in such small numbers that it is seldom reported.

E (Endangerment

)

1 - Not endangered

2 - Endangered in a portion of its range

3 - Endangered throughout its range

D (Distribution)

1 - More or less widespread outside California

2 - Rare outside California

3 - Endemic to California
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Appendix 1, Page 1

(.070

8320 - PLANNING FOR RECREATION RESOURCES

Description of Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Classes

The enclosed chart describes each of the six ROS
classes in terms of: (1) experience opportunities; (2)

setting opportunities, and (3) activity opportunities

(see also Glossary of Terms). These descriptors pro-

vide a general overview of the opportunities in-

cluded in each class. These overview statements do

not describe each class in detail, but rather pro-

vide a point of departure from which the planner

or manager can develop more precise prescriptions

for each class based on specific situations encoun-

tered in field operations. The listing of activity op-

portunities is provided for illustrative purposes. It

is not an all-inclusive list of activity opportunities

on the public lands.

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class Descriptions

Opportunity
Class

Experience Opportunity Setting Opportunity Activity Opportunity

Primitive

.

Semi-Primitive

Nonmotorized.

Opportunity for isolation from the

sights and sounds of man, to

feel a part of the natural envi-

ronment, to have a high degree

of challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills.

Some opportunity for isolation

from the sights and sounds of

man, but not as important as

for primitive opportunities. Op-

portunity to have high degree of

interaction with the natural en-

vironment, to have moderate

challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills.

Area is characterized by essentially

unmodified natural environment of

fairly large size. Concentration of

users is very low and evidence of

other users is minimal The area is

managed to be essentially free from

evidence of man-induced restric-

tions and controls. Only facilities

essential for resource protection are

used. No facilities for comfort or

convenience of the user are pro-

vided. Spacing of groups is informal

and dispersed to minimize contacts

between groups. Motorized use

within the area is not permitted.

Area is characterized by a predomi-

nantly unmodified natural environ-

ment of moderate to large size. Con-

centration of users is low, but there

is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restric-

tions may be present, but are

subtle. Facilities are provided for

the protection of resource values

and the safety of users only Spac-
;

ing of groups may be formalized to
[

disperse use and limit contacts be-

tween groups. Motorized use is not

permitted.

Camping, hiking, climbing, enjoy-

ing scenery or natural features,

nature study, photography, spe-

lunking, hunting (big game,

small game, upland birds, wa-

terfowl), ski touring and snow-

shoeing, swimming, diving (skin

and scuba), fishing, canoeing,

sailing, and river running (non-

motorized craft).

Camping, hiking, climbing, enjoy-

ing scenery or natural features,

nature study, photography, spe-

lunking, hunting (big game,

small game, upland birds, wa-

terfowl), ski touring and snow-

shoeing, swimming, diving (skin

and scuba), fishing, canoeing,

sailing, and river running (non-

motorized craft).

BLM MANUAL Rel. 8-12
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Appendix 1, Page 2 8320 - PLANNING FOR RECREATION RESOURCES

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class Descriptions—Continued

Opportunity
Class

Experience Opportunity Setting Opportunity Activity Opportunity

Semi-Primitive

Motorized.

Roaded Natural

Rural

Some opportunity for isolation

from the sights and sounds of !

man, but not as important as
:

for primitive opportunities. Op-

portunity to have high degree of

interaction with the natural en-

vironment, to have moderate

challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills Explicit opportu- !

nity to use motorized equipment
!

while in the area.

About equal opportunities for af-

filiation with other user groups

and for isolation from sights

and sounds of man Opportunity

to have a high degree of interac-

tion with the natural environ-

ment. Challenge and risk oppor-

tunities are not very important

except in specific challenging

activities. Practice of outdoor

skills may be important. Oppor-

tunities for both motorized and

nonmotorized recreation are

present

Opportunities to experience affili-

ation with individuals and

groups are prevalent as is the

convenience of sites and oppor-

tunities These factors are gener-

ally more important than the

natural setting. Opportunities

for wildland challenges, risk

taking, and testing of outdoor

skills are unimportant, except
J

in those activities involving

challenge and risk

Area is characterized by a predomi-

nantly unmodified natural environ-

ment of moderate to large size. Con-

centration of users is low, but there

is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restric-

tions may be present, but are

subtle Facilities are provided for

the protection of resource values

and safety of users only. Spacing of

groups may be formalized to dis-

perse use and limit contacts be-

tween groups. Motorized use is per-

mitted

Area is characterized by a generally

natural environment with moderate

evidence of the sights and sounds of

man. Resource modification and uti-

lization practices are evident, but

harmonize with the natural envi-

ronment. Concentration of users is

low to moderate with facilities

sometimes provided for group activi-

ty. On-site controls and restrictions

offer a sense of security. Rustic

facilities are provided for user con-

venience as well as for safety and

resource protection Conventional

motorized use is provided for in con-

struction standards ',:nd design of

facilities

Area is characterized by substantially

modified natural environment. Re-

source modification and utilization

practices are obvious. Sights and

sounds of man are readily evident,

and the concentration of users is

often moderate to high. A consider-

able number of facilities are de-

signed for use by a large number of

people. Facilities are often provided

for specific activities Developed

sites, roads and trails, are designed

for moderate to high use Moderate

densities are provided far away

from developed sites Facilities for

intensive motorized use are availa-

ble.

Same as the above, plus the fol-

lowing: ORV Use (4-WD, Dune
Buggy, Dirt Bike, Snowmobile!.

Power Boating.

All activities listed previously

plus the following: picnicking

rock collecting, wood gathering

auto touring, downhill skiing

snowplay, ice skating, water

skiing and other water sports

hang gliding, interpretive use

rustic resorts and organized

camps.

All activities listed previously,

plus the following: competitive

games, spectator sports, bicy-

cling, jogging, outdoor concerts,

and modern resorts.

BLM MANUAL Kel. 8-12

4/16/81
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(.070

8320 - PLANNING FOR RECREATION RESOURCES

Description of Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Classes

The enclosed chart describes each of the six ROS
classes in terms of: (1) experience opportunities; (2)

setting opportunities, and (3) activity opportunities

(see also Glossary of Terms). These descriptors pro-

vide a general overview of the opportunities in-

cluded in each class. These overview statements do

not describe each class in detail, but rather pro-

vide a point of departure from which the planner

or manager can develop more precise prescriptions

for each class based on specific situations encoun-

tered in field operations. The listing of activity op-

portunities is provided for illustrative purposes. It

is not an all-inclusive list of activity opportunities

on the public lands.

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class Descriptions

Opportunity
Class

Experience Opportunity Setting Opportunity Activity Opportunity

Primitive

Semi-Primitive

Non motorized.

Opportunity for isolation from the

sights and sounds of man, to

feel a part of the natural envi-

ronment, to have a high degree

of challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills.

Some opportunity for isolation

from the sights and sounds of

man, but not as important as

for primitive opportunities. Op-

portunity to have high degree of

interaction with the natural en-

vironment, to have moderate

challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills.

Area is characterized by essentially

unmodified natural environment of

fairly large size. Concentration of

users is very low and evidence of

other users is minimal. The area is

managed to be essentially free from

evidence of man-induced restric-

tions and controls. Only facilities

essential for resource protection are

used. No facilities for comfort or

convenience of the user are pro-

vided. Spacing of groups is informal

and dispersed to minimize contacts

between groups. Motorized use

within the area is not permitted.

Area is characterized by a predomi-

nantly unmodified natural environ-

ment of moderate to large size. Con-

centration of users is low, but there

is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restric-

tions may be present, but are

subtle. Facilities are provided for

the protection of resource values

and the safety of users only Spac-

ing of groups may be formalized to

disperse use and limit contacts be-

tween groups. Motorized use is not

permitted.

Camping, hiking, climbing, enjoy-

ing scenery or natural features,

nature study, photography, spe-

lunking, hunting (big game,

small game, upland birds, wa-

terfowl), ski touring and snow-

shoeing, swimming, diving (skin

and scuba), fishing, canoeing,

sailing, and river running (non-

motorized craft).

Camping, hiking, climbing, enjoy-

ing scenery or natural features,

nature study, photography, spe-

lunking, hunting (big game,

small game, upland birds, wa-

terfowl), ski touring and snow-

shoeing, swimming, diving (skin

and scuba), fishing, canoeing,

sailing, and river running (non-

motorized craft).

BLM MANUAL Rel. 8-12
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The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class Descriptions—Continued

Opportunity ^ ~
ric C <

Experience Opportunity
Class

Setting Opportunity Activity Opportunity

Semi-Primitive

Motorized.

Roaded Natural

Rural

Some opportunity for isolation

from the sights and sounds of

man, but not as important as

for primitive opportunities. Op-

portunity to have high degree of

interaction with the natural en-

vironment, to have moderate

challenge and risk, and to use

outdoor skills Explicit opportu-

nity to use motorized equipment

while in the area.

About equal opportunities for af-

filiation with other user groups
i

and for isolation from sights ;

and sounds of man Opportunity !

to have a high degree of interac-
I

tion with the natural environ-

ment. Challenge and risk oppor-

tunities are not very important

except in specific challenging

activities. Practice of outdoor

skills may be important. Oppor-

tunities for both motorized and

nonmotorized recreation are

present

Opportunities to experience affili-

ation with individuals and

groups are prevalent as is the

convenience of sites and oppor-

tunities These factors are gener-

ally more important than the

natural setting. Opportunities

for wildland challenges, risk

taking, and testing of outdoor

skills are unimportant, except

in those activities involving

challenge and risk

Area is characterized by a predomi-

nantly unmodified natural environ-

ment of moderate to large size Con-

centration of users is low, but there

is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restric-

tions may be present, but are

subtle Facilities are provided for

the protection of resource values

and safety of users only Spacing of

groups may be formalized to dis-

perse use and limit contacts be-

tween groups. Motorized use is per-

mitted.

Area is characterized by a generally

natural environment with moderate

evidence of the sights and sounds of

man. Resource modification and uti-

lization practices are evident, but

harmonize with the natural envi-

ronment. Concentration of users is

low to moderate with facilities

sometimes provided for group activi-

ty. On-site controls and restrictions

offer a sense of security. Rustic

facilities are provided for user con-

venience as well as for safety and

resource protection Conventional

motorized use is provided for in con-

struction standards <;md design of

facilities.

Area is characterized by substantially

modified natural environment. Re-

source modification and utilization

practices are obvious. Sights and

sounds of man are readily evident,

and the concentration of users is

often moderate to high. A consider-

able number of facilities are de-

signed for use by a large number of

people. Facilities are often provided

for specific activities Developed

sites, roads and trails, are designed

for moderate to high use Moderate

densities are provided far away

from developed sites Facilities for

intensive motorized use are availa-

ble.

Same as the above, plus the fol-

lowing: ORV Use (4-WD, Dune
Buggy, Dirt Bike, Snowmobile i.

Power Boating.

All activities listed previously

plus the following: picnicking

rock collecting, wood gathering

auto touring, downhill skiing

snowplay, ice skating, watei

skiing and other water sports

hang gliding, interpretive use

rustic resorts and organized

camps.

All activities listed previously,

plus the following: competitive

games, spectator sports, bicy-

cling, jogging, outdoor concerts,

and modern resorts.

BLM MANUAL Rel. 8-12
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The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Class Descriptions—Continued

Opportunity
Class

Modern Urban

Experience Opportunity Setting Opportunity

Opportunities to experience affili-

ation with individuals and

groups are prevalent as is the

convenience of sites and oppor-

tunities. Experiencing the natu-

ral environment, and the use of

outdoor skills are largely unim-

portant.

Area is characterized by a highly

modified environment, although the

background may have natural ele-

ments Vegetation is often exotic

and manicured. Soil may be protect-

ed by surfacing Sights and sounds

of man, on-site, predominate. Large

numbers of users can be expected.

Modern facilities are provided for

the use and convenience of large

numbers of people Controls and re-

strictions are obvious and numer-

ous. Facilities for high intensity

motor use and parking are present

with forms of mass transit often

available.

Activity Opportunity

All activities listed previously

BLM MANUAL Rel. 8-12
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2.32

TRAILS MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK

2 .32 - Motorized Trails

2 . 3 2a - Bike Trail Guide . Generally, biking on the National
Forest is a trail-oriented activity with emphasis upon
featuring the forest setting.

1. Design and Location Considerations . Avoid locating
bike trails on forest roads where state Taws require bikes
to be street legal.

Use roads closed to vehicles greater than 40 inches wide,
and employ fuel breaks to round out a system. Fuel breaks
may require some modification before use.

On the easiest trails, alignment is moderate with no sharp
curves combined with steep grades. Novice riders may be
subjected to sharp curves, but not in combination with rough
surfaces or steep grades (ex. 1).

Trail alignment should exhibit increasing randomness as the
rating progresses from easiest to most difficult.

User needs for different distances and experiences can be
accommodated by providing cutoffs on a system of loop
trails. An experienced rider can ride approximately 50
miles in an average day. This travel normally includes
trails ranging from easiest to most difficult. Some riders
can cover over 100 miles of trail.

Favor drainage dips over water bars.

Use climbing turns and avoid switchbacks whenever possible.
Climbing turns have a radius of more than 10 feet and have
grades up to 25 percent on a large radius. Design turns to
minimize excavation and cutbank exposure.

For the easiest trails, locate turns on level ground or on
slopes of less than 6 percent. The minimum radius of a

switchback is S feet. Tread width is increased to 36 inches
for switchbacks with a 4-foot radius. On novice and inter-
mediate trails, provide a 4- to 6-foot barrier on the down-
hill exit side of the switchback.
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The radii of turns should vary depending on the speed of the
motorcycle entering the turns; the trail designer can slow
the speed of the motorcycle by decreasing the turning
radius. The designer also may increase the length of a

trail in a limited area by increasing the number of turns.

Hardening of switchback or climbing turns in sensitive soils
is recommended. Suggested hardening materials include
concrete blocks, soil, and cement (ex. 2).

Bridges should have a straight-on approach and should not
change directions. Construct bridges to provide a minimum
clearing of 42 inches. Special decking may be necessary to
accommodate wheeled vehicles.

Locate trail junctions so they are not intervisible . No
more than two trails should intersect at one point.
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Exhibit 1

Motorized bike Trail Guide

Easiest More Ultficu) t Host Uifticul t y

Grade
Max. Pitch 15% 30% sin

Clearing
Width

Wooded
Downhill Side 2'

Uphill Side 3"

Level 1-1/2" each side

1-1/2'
3'

1-1/2' each side

1-1/2"

J'

1-1/2" each side

Open
Downhill Side
Uphill Side
Level

Height

1-1/2'
3'

2' each side

8'

1-1/2"
2-1/2"

1-1/2' each side

b'

Tread

Width
Mi nlmum 18" 1/

Maximum 30"

Surface Relatively smooth

throughout, no roots
or rocks protruding

more than 3'. Avoid
sand and loose
materials.

18"

24"

Sections of rela-
tively rough
surface--soroe loose
material such as

sand.

12"

24"

kelatively rough
wi th very rough

short sections.
Long stretches of

loose rock, sand,
and mud des irable

where available.

Obstacles
[optional )

None 1 to S smal 1 logs
(up to 6" in diameter)
per mil e on trai 1 on
flat terrain.

1 to 5 logs (up to 16"

in diameter) per mile
lyi ng flat on flat

terrain. Small rock

ledges (up to 16")

aesirable on occasion.

Turns
Per 1/4 Mile

1/ Upper limit of grade and pitch length for most difficult trails depends on soil type,

amount of rock, vegetation type, and other conditions affecting stability of the trail
surface.

£' Increase_tread width 6 inches on switchbacks or where side slopes exceed SO percent.
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Exhibit 2

Trail Tread Armor

Filler Blocks

Max. Spacing
2
n

6" x 8" x 16"

Manhol

e

Blocks

Max. Spacing

TRAIL TREAD
B

B

Max. 34" '

Min. 32" I

D Ol[D~0~

Trail Grade
D D D
a do

a d a a

A-A
8" x 8" x 16"

Bui 1 d i ng
Blocks

LAYOUT FOR
STRAIGHT SECTION

OF TRAIL

Trail Tread

J_L

Anchors

B-B

CONCRETE BLOCK
DETAILS

36"

t

3/8" Rebar

Bend to fit blocks

ANCHOR DETAILS
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2 .32b - All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV) Trail Guide . ATV use
should occur on trails and routes designated for other
motorized uses which fit the ATV trail guide specifica-
tions. These include bike and snowmobile trails and four-
wheel drive ways. These trails and ways provide a variety
of experiences with emphasis upon bringing the users into
concert with the natural setting.

As ATV use has grown, manufacturers have produced larger
machines that may not be appropriate for use on ATV trails.
Use 36 CFR 295 to restrict or prohibit inappropriate vehi-
cles .

1. Design and Location Considerations . Include fre-
quent elevation changes and turns appropriate for each skill
level. These features slow the operator, increasing safety
and providing more riding time per mile of trail (ex. 1).

Minimize obstacles and the number and sharpness of turns on
easiest trails. If possible, incorporate wide-radius climb-
ing turns to ascend hills. Use switchbacks on steep slopes
only for more difficult and most difficult trails. Use
tread-hardening techniques for sensitive soils, wet areas,
and facilities protection.
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Exhibit 1

ATV TRAIL (three-wheel /four-wheel vehicle) Guide

Easiest More Difficult host Difficult

Grade
Max. Sustained 151 25% 35%
Length 200' 300' 500'

Max. Pitch 2OS 301 501

Clearance (One-Way traffic)

Wooded
Downhill side 2' 1.5' 1.0'

Uphill side 3' 3' 3'

Level 3.1
' each side 2.6' each side 2.5' each side

Open
Downhill side 2' 1.5' 1.0'

Uphill side 3' 3' 3'

Level 3.1
' each side 2.6' each side 2.4' each side

Height 6' 6' 5'

Treadl/
Width

Mi nimum 6.2' 5.2' 4.8'

Maximum 7.2' 6.2' 5.B'

Surface Relatively smooth, no Section of rel- Relatively rough

roots or rocks protrud-
ing more than 3 , tread

atively rough w/very rough

surface, no roots short sections.
plane flat, sweeping or rocks protrud- no protruding rocks

curves, no holes wider ing more than 3", 3", tread pi am
can oe inslopedthan 24" nor deeper tread plane can be

than 6", loose sand insloped 5% max. or outsloped 10%

1 s okay. cl imbi ng turns,
no holes wider t.*ian

36" nor deeper than
6". Loose sand
i s okay.

max, switchbacks,
few sections with
holes wider than
36" and deeper than
6".

Obstacles?/
(Optional) Wet xings 6" deep Wet xings 10" deep Same as More

10' long max, 25' long, waterbars Difficul t except
dralndips okay, no downhill okay. waterbars may be

waterbars. uphil 1 and down-

hill.

Few smal 1 logs less thar a" diameter.
—
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Exhibit 1- -Continued

ATV TRAIL ( three-wheel /four-whe*1 vehicle) Uiiae

Easiest More Difficult Host Difficult

Exposure (Sldesl

Length

ope)

Ot to 201
Less than 300'

201 to 30%
300' to 500'

30% to"40t'
More than SOO'

Traffic Flow One-way, or two-

way wl th turnouts
One-way, or two-
way w1 th turnouts

One-way, or two-
way wi th turnouts

Length of Trip

One-half day
Full day

3 alles
6 alles

10 alles
20 alles

IS nlles
30 alles

Turns per

1/4 alle
2 6 11

.•/increase tread width 6 Inches on switchbacks or where side slopes exceed 30 percent.
i/Avoid any type of sharp peaks 1n vertical alignment.
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2 . 3 2c - Four-Wheel Drive Way Guide . Four-wheel drive ways
generally utilize facilities constructed for other pur-
poses. Plan, develop, and manage four-wheel drive ways in
accordance with policies and procedures in FSM 7700 and
7709.56.

These ways provide a variety of experiences. The emphasis
in developing and/or managing these ways is to provide a

4 x 4-recreation trail opportunity that is in harmony with
the natural setting.

1. Design and Location Criteria . Use the established
recreation trail objectives and their associated guides in
Exhibit 1 as the design criteria for determining the appro-
priate standards for the four-wheel drive way (FSH 7709.56).

Degree of difficulty changes according to the size of the
machine. For example, the more difficult way for a short-
wheelbase (less than 100 inches) vehicle is most difficult
for a long-wheelbase (greater than 100 inches) vehicle.

Four-wheel drive ways have varying degrees of horizontal and
vertical alignments, with safe tread for an average speed of
2 to 4 miles per hour.

Mark loop roads if intersections are present.

When feasible, provide spurs to viewpoints and tie existing
and suitable roads to the planned system.

Alignment on ways with grades of 4 percent or less should
provide five lock-to-lock turns (five changes of direction
of the steering wheel, from far right to far left) in the
first 150 feet of the way to control the class of vehicle.
The rest of the way should have two to five lock-to-lock
turns depending upon vegetation, topography, and planned
difficulty level (ex. 1).

Trails-on grades of 4 percent to 10 percent should have
wider radius turns and dips and bumps as topography allows.
Depending on topography, locate 10 percent or more of the
way on relatively straight alignment, with a maximum side
slope of 30 percent.
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Offer a variety of way lengths to provide trips of both
short and long duration.

Use bumps as topography allows with vertical alignment equal
to 35 percent of the wheelbase length, depending on which
class the road is designed for--shortor long-wheelbase
vehicles

.

Identify some snow-covered system roads for four-wheel use.
Plan ways that are not used for skiing, snowmobiles, or
plowed for regular vehicle use. This may reduce conflicts
that occasionally occur where four wheelers have damaged
groomed snowmobile and cross-country ski trails.
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